New Career Counseling Plan

Inaugurated Yesterday

Yesterday seniors attended the first of a series of information presentations sponsored by the Placement Office and replacing the extended program employed last year. The faculty had voted to cut back on the number of meetings during the day. The sessions were held in the Chemistry Auditorium and the Chemistry Laboratory.

The new Career Counseling Plan has been established to assist students in making career decisions. The plan includes a series of information presentations, a career center, and individual counseling sessions.

Advertising Symposium

Mr. L. L. Grubb, Jr., Misses E. M. Thayer, W. W. Avila, Mr. W. T. C. Grubbs, and Misses M. J. Grubb, were present at the symposium on advertising.

IFC Brings Up Motion to Abolish All Physical Hazing

A motion to abolish all physical hazing was introduced at the IFC meeting. The motion called for the IFC to take the necessary steps to halt all forms of physical hazing.

Favors Initiation of "Help Week" Here

In a letter issued shortly before the meeting of the council last evening, Dean Quinlan, who has been critical of fraternity practices, said that "help week" should be initiated as a new tradition at Trinity. He suggested that fraternity men should perform community service.

Funds for Goralski

$15,000

The college today expressed its sympathy in the case of the 15,000 goal of the Student Emergency Fund. Formerly when Billy Goralski was injured in the Trinity-Tulsa game last November, the $15,000 was deposited in the Fund to date with $1,345. The Trinitarian, National Home Game last Friday, the receipts have been increased to $15,000, and the Fund will be presented to the hospital.

Glee Club Combines With Pembroke for Concert Tomorrow

The second glee club concert of the 1953-54 season on this campus will feature the Pembroke Glee Club of Rhode Island, the Trinity club and the Pipes. It is scheduled for Monday evening in the Chemistry Auditorium.

A selection by Bach, Handel, Beethoven, and Tchaikovsky will be the first section of the concert. It is to be performed by the Pembroke Glee Club. The second section will be performed by the Rivers of Babylon and Alleluia.

Pembroke Selections

The Pembroke Glee Club will be in Trinity-Tulsa game last November. The combined clubs will present a variety of songs by various composers. The concert will conclude with a march by the Rivers of Babylon and Alleluia.

Interruption Jam Session Planned

The Junior Prom, featuring Billy Goralski, will be held on Friday evening under the auspices of the Student Emergency Fund. The prom will be held at the University of Connecticut. The prom will be open to all students.

Interfraternity Council--Continued

National IFC Opposes "Help Week"

"Help Week" is a period of time during which members of the various fraternities in the college campus. The National Interfraternity Council, which includes many of the fraternity chapters in the college, has unanimously recommended its abolition.

The motion was proposed by an organization which represents the majority of the fraternity chapters in the college. The motion was supported by the following fraternity chapters: Delta Kappa Epsilon, Phi Delta Theta, and Alpha Chi Omega.

The motion was opposed by the following fraternity chapters: Sigma Nu, Alpha Epsilon Pi, and Beta Theta Pi.

They stated that they could not support such an action and that they were in complete disagreement with the action.

The interfraternity council will meet again on Monday evening to consider the motion.
WRTC Bestows Great Honor On Tommy Tucker's Vocalist

WRTC has voted Karen Rich, vocalist with Tommy Tucker's Orchestra, as "girl they would most like to spend an evening in a phone booth with."

In an interview with Karen over WRTC last Saturday, the staff was so impressed with her charm, they bestowed her with the title. Miss Rich, who is a native of Hartford, currently has a hit record on her hands, namely "Baby Doll,"
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DKE's Elect Officers; Whitbread Named Prexy

In recent elections of officers, De Kappas elected Robert Wil-

trend President. Other new offi-

care John Hubbard, Vice-President; Robert Farrell, Secretary; Richard

Austin, House Manager; William

Corcoran, Corresponding Secretary; Gordon Robinson, Alumni Secretary

ἣn Frederick, Interfraternity Council Representative. The terms of

the new officers will last throughout the remainder of the school year.

Boll, Howell and Eastman
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CISL Representatives Meet In Goodwin's Lounge

The four Hartford colleges which will send representatives to the Con-

necticut Intercollegiate Student Leg-

islature when it convenes at the capi-
tal March 6, 7, and 8 met at an in-

formal meeting in Goodwin Lounge

Monday night.

James E. Foster, Jr., who is pres-

dent of the organization which in-

cludes 18 colleges in the state, presided at the meeting.

Bills of the various colleges which

will come up at the legislature were discussed. In addition to the repre-

sentatives from Hartford College, St. Joseph, Hillvery, and Trinity, repre-

sentatives from Yale, UConn, and Ar-


tended attended.

Richard Bjork of Yale, Charles

Parrikilles of UConn, and Allen Rosen-

bore of Arnold, all of whom are

candidates for offices of the group, gave short campaign speeches.

Trinity Men Attend IBM's Exhibit of Da Vinci's Drawings

The collection of models construct-

ed from the scientific drawings of Leonardo da Vinci, and recently ac-

quired by the International Business Machines Corp., was on public dis-

play from February 4 until February 8 in the company's office on Farming-

ton Avenue.

At the invitation of the company, many Trinity men attended the exhi-

bit.

Representing science, engineering and business, the models were

made under the supervision of Dr.

Roberto Guatelli, noted Leonardo

scholar, gain special interest as the

celebration of Leonardo's 500th birth-

day anniversary is being held

throughout the world this year. The

models are being exhibited in 22

countries wide during the anniversary year to give the public an opportunity to

view these seldom-revealed facets of

the ingenuity of Leonardo who has

been described as having possessed

genius for art and science as

paralleled in any other individual

in history.

Pamour the world over for his

"Last Supper," "Mona Lisa," "Linh" and "Last Supper," it is only recently that

Leonardo's achievements in anatom-

ology and flight, mechanics, mathematics and optics as well as numerous other fields of thought and research, have been revealed in their greatness. Five centuries ago, he is sometimes called the "great copeter, machine gun, airplane and even the air conditioner, pioneer, many engineering achievements now

The result of years of painstaking

research, the models were originally

constructed in maintenance of the cur-

olumbia's new title is

"Baby Doll," Hartford, Conn.
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Cash Prize Offered

For Student Plays

A prize of $200 is being offered to

 stimulate the writing of original plays by college students and other residents of Connecticut. The prize

awaits the winner of the second an-

nual Tapestry's' Festival sponsored by the management of the Odeon in New York City.

The Trinity Commons Club.

The Trinity Commons Club has

announced the initiation of the follow-

ing men: William A. Dobrovir of

South Bend, Ind.; David E. Fisher of

Manchester, Conn. In recent election

of officers, DKE's
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No. 33...THE SHEEP

"They can't pull the wool over my eyes!"

Karen Rich and John Davenport
Mayor Thomas Quigley of Stamford deplores public apathy towards politics before Young Dems

Mayor Thomas Quigley of Stamford deplores public apathy towards politics in his address to the Young Demo- Thursday evening, February 5. He termed the acclamations, the time consumed, the effort, and public criticisms a waste of time which, he said, "now things that needed improvement and I wanted to improve them."

Coming out of the business world, the mayor showed himself to be a strong supporter for the application of business principles to government. He felt that no government, local, state, or federal, could very easily become too large and thereby lose any semblance of efficiency. In his opinion, taxpayers lose a great deal of money.

Should Run On Own Merits

Speaking of political campaigns in general, Mayor Quigley stated that candidates should run on their own merits and their own platforms; voters should forget the party label that the man who indigibles in too much mud-slinging. Direct pressure on the system could come in for, he said, that they generally only represented three or four individuals and not that of some organization.

In closing, Heinz House called upon the college students of today to recognize their position of leadership to the world, and, in the part in the very essence of the community -politics.

New Lecture Series Subjects Announced

The lecture committee, headed by Dr. Louis Napolier, has prepared its schedule for the next few months. On Monday, March 15, Dr. Frank Apelte, former president of the YMCA, will speak on "The Hands of His Makers." Coast-to-Coast Biographers. Coast-to-Coast.

The mayor was not a professional barber until 11:45 when he will gain by filling these open jobs with interested men. "The formation of the Christian Association will bring us into line with colleges and universities all over the country and will enable Trinity to enjoy normal representation and partici- pation in the Student Christian Movement in New England, and through it with the United Student Christian Council."

In the evening school, under the direction of the Christian Commission, will bring us into line with the college, Chaplain Kenmore, has been most helpful in getting us started.

The lecture committee has prepared its schedule for the next few months. On Monday, March 15, Dr. Frank Apelte, former president of the YMCA, will speak on "The Hands of His Makers." Among the instruments which stu-

High Ranking Men Again Defeared

College students whose grades are good will, as a result of new decisions made by draft officials, continue to be deferred until after graduation.

In addition, high school students will get a chance to enter college. If they are ROTC candidates or good stu- dents, they will probably be able to complete four to six years of higher education.

This information was reported last week by U.S. News and World Report. The magazine said the revised plans were based on a decision to reduce the eventual size of the armed forces from 4 million to 3.7 million men.

Deferees will continue to be rather liberal. It appears, nevertheless, that most able-bodied youths will have to serve sometime. Physical standards will remain high; the serv- ices are willing to take only the best.

Generalizations cannot be made about all the men finishing college. For at least the foreseeable future, it ap- ears that veterans and fathers will continue to receive deferment. Essenti- al men in industry may be deferred for the time being but this will be determined by employers. Non-essential draftable youths who are a closed group will be deferred.

The magazine sees this as the future of the military manpower situation:

Draft calls for the fiscal year ending June 30 are expected to total about 450,000, of which 240,000 have already been induced. Volunteers will number about 550,000.

After July, draft quotas will climb. Reason is that 560,000 men, drafted early in the Korean war, will be eligible for discharge. Many Re- serves will also be getting out. Re- sult is that 1.2 million men this year, defer- ments will be "drastically revised." This figure, according to present expectation, will be reached by 1956, 1957.

The magazine sees this as the future of the military manpower situation:

Draft calls for the fiscal year ending June 30 are expected to total about 450,000, of which 240,000 have already been induced. Volunteers will number about 550,000. After July, draft quotas will climb. Reason is that 560,000 men, drafted early in the Korean war, will be eligible for discharge. Many Re- serves will also be getting out. Re- sult is that 1.2 million men this year, defer- ments will be "drastically revised." This figure, according to present expectation, will be reached by 1956, 1957.
HELL WEEK BAN...

We included in yesterday’s Courant, that Trinity has banned the “barbaric torture” of fraternity Hell Week. The Tripod is out-attempted again. And to the L.F.C.

Dean Clark is to be commended for his up-to-date view on these preposterous inquisitions in which some of the Trinity fraternities have been engaged. The ban on paddlings and all-night vigils, to which Dean Clark refers in his memo to fraternity presidents, are usually associated with the rack and chain days of medieval inquisition, when in our society, let alone in our colleges which are generally looked up to as sanctuaries of learning.

Since the beginnings of the fraternity movement in the 1930’s, American society has changed, and the college fraternities, until recent years, have failed to keep pace. New England chapters are taking the lead in the elimination of the barriers of worse-out traditions. At most colleges these reforms have come from the fraternities themselves. Thus, this ban, although it has been voluntarily requested prior to administrative ban with the exception of perhaps one or two houses. The fraternities at Trinity are adultly slow with regard to liberal action as compared to the brothers of the West. Yet we must ask if Trinity the L.F.C. is an entirely insufficient as to be disregarded. Our praise for Dean Clark’s action therefore is tempered with apprehension. Is there any assurance that the same action could, and would come from the L.F.C., had they been consulted, and that it would have met with less ill-feeling from all concerned. Judging from the prevailing sentiments, let us assume that the students object to this authoritative ban.

While this is to be expected as a natural psychological reaction, the measure also acts as a precedent-setting damper to the morale and efficacy of student government. The L.F.C. is just as likely to take the initiative in offering solutions for the many social problems that exist on this campus, and to improve the popularity of the student government as a whole. This ban is therefore a strong self- and social-consciousness to meet these problems squarely.

FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT

While it is obvious that the student body is very much alive and interested in social organizations, the Glee Club, will give its first concert of the new semester. The program which will feature, along with our club, the Penbrook Choral Society and the Pipes, looks to be a fine one, ranging from Hoagy Carmichael’s “Lazybones,” to John Sebastian Bach’s beautiful “Komm, Susser Tod.” A medley of Trinity songs especially arranged by J. Lawrence Coulter will also be included.

The Glee Club this year has been bolstered by the addition of many eager freshmen with good voices. These three men, Ronald Moss, Peter Peggs, and Ed Champion, will surely add a new spark to the program. In a recent trip to the Chemistry Auditorium tomorrow night a capacity audience expressed this experience, however, that there are usually more students at the dance that follow the concert than in the actual audience.

We urge all students to attend, and then, for our revitalized Glee Club. They are trying their best to do their part for Trinity, and perhaps, with a little musical organization of which the college community can be proud. The least the student body can do is to come out and hear them.
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HERE AND THERE

By Charles Gardner, III

“Mrs. McThing,” a brand new play by Mary Chase, recently had its opening at the Minskoff Theatre on Broadway. Helen Hayes, Julia Murnahan, and two delightful golden-haired pleasured the Hartford public so much that the play was held over for two days in the apex.

“Mrs. McThing” has no characters that come true the immortal “Harvey” of Miss Chan’s earlier stage and screen successes. The play is a collection of various characters, largely stereotyped, who inhabit a sort of fantasy and live under the power of an unseen will. Wealthy Mrs. Howard V. Lane (Helen Hayes) and her young son (Brandon de Wilde) are transformed, by their family mania to an improbable world of nocturnal burglars and mechanical brush-shakers through the whir of the witch’s spattered daughter (Lública Lois). In the end Mrs. Lane banishes the witch, and presents it to the audience in a loving manner.

It has long been one of our ambitions to meet Miss Hayes, so it was a happy surprise to meet her on the stage of the Minskoff. The part of the young son, cast instead, caught a coveted glimpse of Miss Hayes over our left shoulder.

Miss Hayes, as an American “Peter Pan,” “Mrs. McThing” should have a wide appeal and enjoy a successful run if it is only because millions were delighted to read “Mrs. McThing” more from behind stage. We’ve just been spoiled by giant white rabbits.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

To the Editor of the Tripod:

We believe that the students of America have a critical interest in academic freedom. Our ability to understand and improve the democracy we live in is inseparable from our right to explore unorthodox ideas and express diverse views with which we’re brought up. For this reason, the Tripod is out-attempted again. And we held over for three

We were particularly interested to see how many more mature minds (broad, it’s true) might expect a child to be unstrained for a giving suffi­ cience and to be expecting the rest of his waking

We believe that education is not removed from the rest of society and therefore is essential for the support of the special needs of learning. Academic freedom like other freedoms, is imperiled by the cold war, and the students of the special population. It is natural to expect students to defend their freedom and education and therefore to have a right to do so. And the students of the special population. It is natural to expect students to defend their freedom and education and therefore to have a right to do so.

These are preparatory arms to ourselves and to our country.

There are many examples of political reactions against professors and students in recent times, but the scene made fundamental objections and each such creature is usually isolated, numerically weak and impotent against the presence of which we’re brought up. The research is fundamental for the protection of the rights of students
Varisty Meets Engineers Here Tonight
Upsala Provides Tough Opposition

Tonight the varsity hoopster meets Wetsern Tech in what promises to be a well-played, close contest. The Engineers played a strong Coast Guard combine last Saturday and came out on the short end of a 62-50 score.

But the story of the game is better told by looking at the progresive score, rather than the final count. The two teams were no more than five points apart throughout the whole game. W.P.I. was ahead with two minutes remaining, but the Sailors put on a rally to tie it up and send the game into overtime.

Brown is Top Scorer

In the final minute of the overtime session, Hammenkient of Coast Guard sank a hoop to win the game. So the Engineers are definitely not pushovers. Their leading scorer is Brown, the big center, who tallied 21 in the Coast Guard contest.

Saturday night, as a climax to the Junior Prom weekend, the engineer meet Upsala. The visitors, who hail from Orange, New Jersey, have not played Trinity in basketball since the 1920-21 season. That game was won by Trinity.

Have Beaten Wagner

This year's Upsala club has a winning record. They hold wins over Dickinson and Upsala. Their leading scorer is Brown, a Junior Prom weekend, the cagers played Trinity in basketball since the of New England's finest teams, hand-

The visitors, who hail from Orange, New Jersey, have not played Trinity in basketball since the 1920-21 season. That game was won by Trinity.

Bantams Jump to an Early Lead

Mason won the medley relay. Lynden won the freestyle relay. The Bantams jumped to an early lead that defeated Trinity in the Hofs­

Grant Owns Record, But

The latter one will be remembered as the quin­

Mason won the medley relay. Lynden won the free-

Grant owns record, but Polar Bears Mc­

The Bantams jumped to an early lead, Mason won the medley relay, Lynden won the freestyle relay. The Bantams jumped to an early lead that defeated Trinity in the Hofs­

And Percentages

Chistolini led also in percentages, with a 44.2 average. Wren has 44.3 per game, Novak, 10.1, Mass. Med. and Smith 7.8.

Chistolini also leads in percentages of shots made. He has hit on 40 per cent of his shots, while Novak, with 30, and Smith, with 24, follow among the regulars.

Novak Top Three-Shooter

Novak, the regular in free throw percentage, with 64. Smith is close behind, having made 60 per cent of his charity shots. Chistolini has hit on 62 per cent of his tries, Wit­

Chistolini has hit on 62 per cent of his tries, Wit­

Wren has 56, and Mazurek has made 51 per cent of his scores.

Charlie Wren is leading the small college players of the nation in reb­

Charlie Wren is leading the small college players of the nation in rebounds. Charlie has picked 43 of the boards. He has spread-out his field, as far as the team is concerned, his closest competitor being Dom Smith, who has 164. Wren, incidentally, kept alive his amazing rebound average, making 27 against Mid­

Release Spring Schedules

Scheduling of 13 intercollegiate var­

Scheduling of 13 intercollegiate var­

Track: March 22, Worcester Tech (indoors); April 26, Massachusetts University; May 3, Coast Guard; 11, at Middlebury; 14, Worcester Tech; 17, Eastern Intercollegiates; and 21, at Wesleyan.

Tennis: April 30, at Worcester Tech; May 2, Amherst; 3, Middlebury; Massachusetts University; 6, Clark; 10, at Rhode Island State; 1, at A.C.; 16, 17, 18, New England Inter­

Tennis: April 30, at Worcester Tech; May 2, Amherst; 3, Middlebury; Massachusetts University; 6, Clark; 10, at Rhode Island State; 1, at A.C.; 16, 17, 18, New England Inter­

New Arrivals —

SHETLAND SPORT COATINGS

in Spring patterns

SHETLAND SPORT COATINGS

in Spring patterns

At the foot of Fraternity Row

At the foot of Fraternity Row
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The Hubert Drug Co.
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East's highest capacity! New 10-ounce powder of real chilipeppers per hour, this powerful formula of the finest quality chilipepper powder comes to market.
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BRATTLEBORO VERMONT
Trinity’s varsity basketball forces played two games last week, meeting Central Connecticut and New London in the Drama Club gym. In both games Trinity was defeated, but the other upset the form and possible unexpected defeat on the Trinity home court.

Thursday, at midweek, Wesleyan toppled the Trinity, 63-41, in one of the biggest upsets hitherto a Trinity team in many years. Trinity started off well, with 16 points in the first half, but was unable to keep up a steady front over the whole game.

The trotters scored 13 points, but it was enough to move the Bantams so as Trinity made five. All went into the fifth game, and Wesleyan hit for 23 points and won by 11 points, which came in the second half.

Wrinn made 12 points of which came in the second half. In the early part of the second half, Trinity was again completely in control of affairs. It was completely in control of affairs.

Scott’s shooting, which had been so effective in recent games, seemed to disappear, and cut the Trinity lead to seven points. Wrinn, one of the top men for the game with 26 points, was the leading by 18-11 at the end of the first half.

The fourth quarter was another story, and Trinity was leading by 18-11 at the end of the first half.

The Trinity was leading by 18-11 at the end of the first half. According to Dan Oosting, Trinity’s history, though coach Dick Ellison, and freshman George Conner were won all three of their tosses.

Baseball Opens on April 19 vs. Norwich

A 15-game varsity baseball schedule for Trinity College has been announced by the baseball directors for this spring.

This year Trinity will initiate play with Umpqua College and renew a series with Colby College. Pitchers and catchers will begin practice next week.

Last season, pitcher Fred Vogel of West Hartford, Trinity history, when he pitched a no-hit, no-run, 10-inning game against Tufts College, it was the first no-hit, no-run game in Trinity’s history. Though coach Dick Jeanes’ team finished the season with a ten-win, seven-loss record, they won significant games against Army, Holy Cross, and two against arch rival Wesleyan.

The schedule: April 19, Norwich; April 22, at Springfield College; April 23, Central Guard; May 3, Wesleyan; May 5, Amherst; May 10, Wadsworth; May 13, Tufts; at Colby; May 17, Bates; May 21, Wesleyan; May 24, Umpqua, and May 27, at Holy Cross.

Trinity played intercollegiate baseball for the first time way back in 1896, three years before the Spanish-American War and by the looks of it, Trinity had an advantage.

The varsity cages meet W.P.I. to-night, right into the arms of the surprised spectators. A good excuse could have been given if they ‘just had an off-night.” But the true reason seems to be this: the lack of bench strength. Let’s face it: Ray Ooting is at a definite disadvantage. Where other coaches have eight or ten men to work with, he has six.

After the first six men come a fine bunch of sophomores who, in a couple of years, may develop into good varsity basketball players. But this year they’re merely a good, hard-working leaders, not varsity material.

When the regulars were in the game against Wes, Trinity had the contest in the palm of their hands. When the starters got tired, and the reserves went in, the team collapsed and the lead disintegrated.

We realize that there is nothing that can be done about this situation. Ooting can get no help from the weak Freshman squad, even if he were to drop the Freshman Rule. None of the Junior Varsity players look any better than the varsity reserves, so nothing will come from that. He will just have to get along with what he has and hope for the best. But he will also have to hope that a game like the Wesleyan affair doesn’t occur again this year.

The Week's Sports Slate

The intercollegiate athletic schedule, as far as Trinity is concerned, contains many important contests this week.

The varsity cages meet W.P.I. to-night, right into the arms of the surprised spectators. A good excuse could have been given if they ‘just had an off-night.” But the true reason seems to be this: the lack of bench strength. Let’s face it: Ray Ooting is at a definite disadvantage. Where other coaches have eight or ten men to work with, he has six.

After the first six men come a fine bunch of sophomores who, in a couple of years, may develop into good varsity basketball players. But this year they’re merely a good, hard-working leaders, not varsity material.

When the regulars were in the game against Wes, Trinity had the contest in the palm of their hands. When the starters got tired, and the reserves went in, the team collapsed and the lead disintegrated.

We realize that there is nothing that can be done about this situation. Ooting can get no help from the weak Freshman squad, even if he were to drop the Freshman Rule. None of the Junior Varsity players look any better than the varsity reserves, so nothing will come from that. He will just have to get along with what he has and hope for the best. But he will also have to hope that a game like the Wesleyan affair doesn’t occur again this year.

Trinity, a student body of less than 1000, has an enrolment of 250 a semester. It is a member of the New England Intercollegiate Invitation Tournament last spring and turns into the most of the state’s top basketball teams consistently.

You’re seen the rest. Now try the best.
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Tel. 6-4788
241 Zion St.

CASE, LOCKWOOD AND BRAINARD Printers to Trinity College for Many Years

85 TRUMBULL ST.
HARTFORD, CONN.
College Rejects

Noted on page 1.

A campaign is under way to examine the whole situation in the Campus, Connecticut, newspaper, giv- ing, among others, reasons for the continued non-existent relations.

Clarke Bons

(Continued from page 1.)

planning initiations at the beginning of the new term.

The letter continued, "This restric- tion is in no way intended to interfere with the normal phase of initiation. Neither does it abolish the house work details assigned to the pledges. Rather it refers strictly to those phas- es of the initiation ceremony which might cause physical or mental harm to the initiate."

"It is my hope that an extension of community service projects which a member of the chapters are now doing may take place as such service is tremendously valuable experience for the participants and, of course, its public relations value both for the college and the fraternity is great."

Letters to the Editor

(Continued from page 4.)

The teacher in teaching and of the student to freedom in learning."

We propose to launch the associa- tion as a committee of correspondents. A functional enterprise to direct na- tional attention to individual cases. To illustrate let us suppose that a sit- uation arises at College Y which threatens academic freedom. The in- terested parties at this college will inform the association information center stating full particulars. The center will distribute that information to affiliates of the association at every college. They in turn will write to the institution involved, or take what- ever action they feel necessary to fur- nish aid.

It is conceivable that sufficient pre- ssure at the right spot might prevent the abridgment of academic freedom.

Retreat to be Held

March 8 and 9 in Chapel

Beginning 12:30 A. M. and contin- uing until Sunday morning Holy Communion, March 8 and 9, the Re- v. Wendell K. Terry, O.M.C., will conduct the annual retreat at the Chapel for Trinity students.

The Reverend Terry is a graduate of the United States Seminary at Dunbarton, England. He is a former student at the University of Utah College of Law and has been a member of the faculty of the University of Utah since 1949.

He is the author of numerous articles and books on the subject of American history and has written extensively on the topic of freedom of speech and of the press.

He is a member of the American Bar Association and is a former president of the Utah State Bar Association.

He is also a member of the Utah Board of Regents for Higher Education and serves as a member of the University of Utah Board of Trustees.

He is a member of the Utah Conference of Catholic Bishops and is a former member of the Utah Catholic Educational Conference.
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